Typical Real Estate Intern Responsibilities

The goal of an internship in real estate is to apply knowledge acquired in the classroom to real-world situations, as well as gain the skills and experience that is necessary to prepare the student for a successful career in real estate.

UW Oshkosh Real Estate Highlights:
We provide students with knowledge of the financing, ownership, use, management, control, valuation, disposition, and legal aspects of real estate.

Internship Overview:
Internships are professional experiences that students participate in to gain professional skills and experiences. Internships are structured as learning experiences that combine in-class theory with real-world applications. Real estate internships offer experience in all aspects of the real estate industry. Interns can focus on investment property, property management, brokerage, and private equity. Interns will learn about the real estate investment process, day-to-day business functions, and decision making of the organization as well as interfacing with all levels of management.

Specific responsibilities may include:
- Assist with appraising and financing
- Research potential investment opportunities
- Entering information into databases
- Organizing property inventory
- Assist broker with market research and deal making
- Review and assist in negotiating loan agreements
- Participate in property tours and site visits
- Meet with investors

Projects students have done in the past:
- Real Estate Merchant Banking
- Broker
- Commercial Real Estate
- Residential Real Estate